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Associate Dictate is a complete, scalable voice
file management solution that works on all
mobile devices allow attorneys to capture their
thoughts, meeting notes, create documents, to
do`s, correspondences and more.
Associate Dictate is a module of the PortNexus
portal-based solution that:
 Enable secure dictation from anywhere
 Optional speech recognition to reduce
completion time
 Streamlines document management process
and eliminate bottlenecks
FEATURES
 Virtually unlimited recording time
 Support for smartphones, tablets, dial-up,
desktop and digital recorders
 Delivery of text back to device via speech
recognition
 Built-in workflow automation
 Integrate dictation with existing applications
 Centrally manages, tracks, audits and
reports
 Monitor manages, tracks, audits and reports
 Electronically sigh completed documents
using integrated eSign technology
 Globally available on all carrier networks

To stay ahead of the competition, everything is time critical. But
inefficient work processes slow down productivity and hamper
the speed at which information can be shared. Document
meetings; summarize depositions or hearings; create letters and
more. These tasks and others are all critical but time
consuming. And many attorneys are typing their own work
today that ever before due to staffing constraints.
Until now, there hasn`t been a solution that can handle the
needs of the busy legal professional in the office and on the go.
Associate Dictate is a complete enterprise voice capture and
workflow solution that enables attorneys and law firms to
increate efficiency and productivity.
Associate Dictate restores time lost in the document creation
process. The typical attorney types 35 to 55 words per minute.
By utilizing Associate Dictate, a smartphone tablet or desktop
microphone and the integrated speech recognition from
Nuance, legal professionals can speak 120 words per minute or
more and have a draft of the audio available for use within
minutes.

 A complete voice dictation system that captures, manages,
transfers, translates and integrates verbal recordings into a
centralized system for work processing and automation
 Dictate Notes right after a meeting and have them available
for review in just minutes or dictate directly into your
computer
 Dictate on the go, send wirelessly and have staff begin
working on documents on your behalf before you return to
the office
 Create drafts of documents using Dragon and leverage staff
for clean-up and proofing
 Transfers information securely at anytime
 Integrated with Dragon NaturallySpeaking to convert voice
to text accurately to expedite use of information
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The entire Associate Dictate solution meets all regulatory requirements for security, privacy and reliability.
Provided as a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution, Associate Dictate is a secure (SAS70 Level II) yet easy to
configure with minimal administrative effort. Rules and policies can be defined for the organization,
departments, locations or even down to the individual. Associate Dictate is globally accessible, enabling
organizations to extend dictation and workflow capabilities and work processing functions to any employee
anywhere in the world.
Associate Dictate is an ideal solution for individuals that are in need being productive on the go and in the office.
Not only does it capture and archive voice information, it also expedites your personal work by turning your
spoken words to text for you or your staff to use instantly.
ABOUTPORTNEXUS
PortNexus, founded in 2003, is proud to be the only USA Certified application development and marketing
company that provides an innovative line of business solutions to the Legal, Medical, Financial and Field Service
industries. Using its proprietary suite of tools; PortNexus delivers turn-key, personalized solutions optimized for
performance, manageability, security, simplicity and usefulness.
All PortNexus solutions are available to the market as a monthly subscription. This model affords PortNexus
customers to initiate service without up-front licensing fees and support costs. The end result is a precisely
designed, packaged solution of complimentary applications and devices, integrated, and delivered seamlessly to
the end user in minutes.
PortNexus has developed IP and secured strategic alliances within the mobile industry leaders to develop the best
possible turn-key solutions for its customers.

